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Abstract
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm seeks to minimize the misalign-
ment between two point cloud data sets. A limitation of many ICP algorithms
is that they work well for some contexts, yet perform poorly in others. Previous
work has suggested that the ability of ICP variants to find correspondence was
hindered by the presence of geometric disorder in the scene. This paper intro-
duces three new methods based on characterizing the geometric properties of
a point using information of its nearest neighbours. Two methods are entropy
based and quantify the geometric disorder (eigentropy) in order to improve the
filtering of data and thereby remove points that are likely to provide spurious
associations. The third method is a point matching method using normals to
preferentially work with planar areas of a point cloud. A set of 73,728 ICP vari-
ants obtained by combination/permutation of 26 methods are evaluated. These
variants were evaluated using a scan matching exercise requiring construction
of terrain maps based on data from a mobile sensing platform in an open-cut
mining environment. The proposed methods improve ICP performance, as mea-
sured by accuracy, precision, and computational efficiency. Notably, five ICP
variants, each featuring the new methods of this paper, simultaneously met the
solution requirements for three different terrain scenes. It is asserted that being
able to characterize the geometric disorder in the point clouds improves the
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capability of ICP to establish associations between points.
Keywords: Iterative closest point, terrain mapping, point cloud registration
algorithms, entropy measures, eigentropy
1. Introduction
The application of Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [1, 2] to terrain mapping
brings successive scans from a point cloud sensor, e.g. LiDAR, into correspon-
dence. ICP is used to compute the transformation, T , that brings two point
clouds into “best” alignment by a two-step process: (i) correspondence, the5
matching of overlapping data across the point clouds; and (ii) the minimiza-
tion of a metric describing misalignment. These steps are iterated to improve
alignment. The basic form of the iterative closest point algorithm finds T by
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Basic iterative closest point algorithm
Require: Two point clouds Pn and Qm of cardinality n and m respectively.
T0 is the seed transformation.
Ensure: A transformation T that aligns Pn to Qm.
1: T ← T0
2: while not converged do
3:
(
PˆN , QˆN
)
← EstablishCorrespondances(Qm,Pn (T ))
4: T ← DistanceMinimization
(
QˆN , PˆN (T )
)
5: end while
Rusinkiewicz et al. [3] sought to give structure to the different approaches10
by considering ICP as comprising six stages, where different strategies can be
used at each stage. The six stages are shown in Figure 1. Each combination
of stage strategies forms a variant of the basic ICP algorithm. The strategies
apply methods with different levels of sophistication to exploit the geometric
information available in point cloud data.15
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Donoso et al. [4] adopted this framework to study the performance of 20,736
ICP variants, obtained by permutations of different combinations of the selected
methods and provided guidelines for the selection of them. The study identified
that disorder in the point clouds was the most important factor determining the
performance of the ICP algorithm when applied to terrain scan matching.20
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Figure 1: The ICP pipeline - a decomposition of the computational stages of the ICP algorithm
into six stages as proposed by [3].
This paper used the same stage strategies selected on [4] and proposes three
new methods for improving the performance of ICP in matching scans of terrain.
Two new entropy-based methods, employing so-called“eigentropy” features, are
applied to the point selection and pair rejection stages of ICP, and a new method
for point matching that is based on the variation in normals of points in the25
neighbourhood of a point.
Specifically eigentropy filtering is proposed for the point selection stage of
ICP, and is intended to filter points based on a quantification of the geometric
disorder or information of the neighbourhood of a point. The second entropy-
based method is called unilateral eigentropy rejection and it is proposed for the30
pair rejection stage of Rusinkiewicz’s ICP decomposition. Eigentropy rejection
results in paired points with high combined entropy being removed from the
correspondence set.
This paper explores the potential of these new methods to improve corre-
spondence between successive scans matched by ICP. The evaluation takes the35
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form of that used in [4] with three terrain scenes taken from surface mining
scenarios and performance metrics expressed through accuracy, precision, and
efficiency.
For a complete revision of the stage methods selected for this study, see
Donoso et al. [4].40
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews background ideas
and related work for this study. For a detailed review of ICP and its application
in scan matching, see [4]. Section 3 introduces the eigentropy feature and the
novel methods used in this paper. Section 4 describes the evaluation method-
ology. Section 5 presents observations on the performance of ICP variants.45
Section 6 summarises the conclusions.
2. Background
The foundation for the methods proposed in this paper is the extraction of
local geometry information from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covari-
ance matrix constructed from a neighbourhood of points. For a given set of k
points pi neighbouring point p, the covariance matrix C is defined as
C =
1
k
k∑
i=1
(pi − p¯) · (pi − p¯) ,
where p¯ is the position mean of the neighbouring points. The eigenvalue de-
composition of C can be written as
C =
(
e1 e2 e3
)
λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


eT1
eT2
eT3
 ,
where λi are the eigenvalues of C and ei are the eigenvectors.
The eigenstructure of the covariance matrix describes the distribution of
neighbouring points as an ellipsoid [5] whose semi-major axes are described by50
the eigenvalue-eigenvectors pairs. If one of the three eigenvalues is large relative
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to the other two, the points are aligned to this axis and the resulting distribution
is sometimes called a stick [6]. Where two of the three eigenvalues are much
larger than the third, points are distributed on a plane (with the normal corre-
sponding to the semi-minor axis). When all eigenvalues have similar magnitude,55
the points are distributed as a ball and said to be scattered. This relationship
between eigenvalues and the geometry of point distribution is summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1: Relations between the eigenvalues λi and the geometry of the point neighbourhood.
Note: λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3.
Eigenvalue relations Geometric
λ1≫ λ2, λ3 ' 0 Stick/line
λ1, λ2≫ λ3 ' 0 Plane
λ1 ' λ2 ' λ3 Ball/scatter
West et al. [7] proposed various tensor based geometry features derived from
the eigenvalues.60
The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix have been utilized in different ICP
variants. Xie et al. [8] present a weight factor, that incorporates the difference
of eigenvalues of matched points, for the minimization of the distance function.
Demantke et al. [9] used the linear, planar, and scatter features (geometric
dimensions) to propose an entropy feature, and apply it to finding the optimal65
neighbourhood selection for point clouds. Gressin et al. [10] use this entropy
feature to improve the point selection of ICP. Entropy features have appeal
because they characterize of the level of order in a point cloud.
Equation 1 gives the definition for discrete entropy where X is a discrete
random variable and p(xi) is the probability of the instance xi of the variable
X.
H(X) = −
∑
i
p(xi) log p(xi) (1)
Several studies have used entropy approaches for working with point cloud
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data. Saez et al. [11] propose a global entropy of a point cloud, using the variable70
xi to describe the number of points contained in a 3D cell and taking probability
to be the ratio of points in the cell to the total number of points in the point
cloud. This entropy measure gives a quantification of how points are distributed
within the point cloud.
Tsin et al. [12] present an alternative global entropy approach based on75
Renyi’s quadratic entropy using the variable xi to describe the position of points
and Gaussian kernels as the density distribution. A point cloud with minimum
entropy is one with the maximum affinity (that is, minimum distance) between
all pairs of points.
Kadir et al. [13] use a local entropy measure based on the grey scale of80
pixels in a neighbourhood of points in a computer image. The variable xi is
the 8 bit grey level descriptor and the probability is found from the ratio of the
repetition of that descriptors to the total number of descriptor present in the
neighbourhood.
Wu et al. [14] introduce a local entropy based on the mean curvature obtained85
in the neighbourhood of a query point. The discrete variable xi is the mean
curvature and the probability is determined from a normalized version of the
point mean curvatures over the neighbourhood.
Fiolka et al. [15] introduce a local entropy based on the angle of surface
normals obtained in the neighbourhood of a query point. They use an orien-90
tation histogram to count the occurrences of normal orientation into a defined
angle bin. The number of occurrences in each angle bin defines the discrete
variable xi and the probability is computed from the normalized histogram of
these occurrences.
The methods presented in [14] and [15] share the same idea of geometric95
disorder of information: the greater the value of the entropy, the greater the
geometric disorder. In [14], the interest is focussed on variation of surface cur-
vature, whilst in [15] the interest is focussed on disorder of the surface normals.
Both methods struggle when the points lie in a plane or along a straight line
and thus the orientation of the normals are 90◦. Neither of those features can100
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distinguish between a perfect plane or a straight line.
3. Eigentropy - an entropy based feature
The entropy feature proposed by Demantke´ et al. [9] incorporates tensor
terms to obtain a quantification of the geometric features (line, plane, and ball)
of the neighbourhood of a point. However, this entropy feature is inconsistent105
with the definition of entropy for geometric disorder: it quantifies both highly
ordered (e.g. a line) and widely scattered distributions to have low entropy.
Here we propose an entropy measure, Eg, that describes the geometric struc-
ture of a point cloud and has the property of increasing entropy with decreasing
structure. The name given to this entropy-like measure is eigentropy, a port-110
manteau of eigen and entropy. The calculation steps are defined in Algorithm 2,
and are similar to the calculation of the eigen-entropy measure given in [7]. The
main idea of the eigentropy metric is to exploit the relationship of eigenvalues
with the spacial distribution of the underlying points as summarized in Table 1.
Algorithm 2 Eigentropy procedure.
Require: Eigenvalues, λi, computed from a given neighbourhood of pi. σi is
defined by the eigenvalue λi, and σˆi represents a normalized version of σi.
Ensure: Eg defines the eigentropy feature.
1: σi =
√
λi
2: σˆ1 =
σ1
σ1+σ2+σ3
, σˆ2 =
σ2
σ1+σ2+σ3
, σˆ3 =
σ3
σ1+σ2+σ3
3: Eg = −σˆ1 ln (σˆ1)− σˆ2 ln (σˆ2)− σˆ3 ln (σˆ3)
7
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(a) Eigentropy values obtained by synthetically varying eigenvalues.
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(b) Eigentropy values obtained from a scan collected in a surface mining scene.
Figure 2: Eigenvalues vs eigentropy.
Figure 2 shows the relation of eigenvalues and eigentropy. This relation115
shows that when σˆ1 ' σˆ2 ' σˆ3 (scattered geometrical behaviour) the eigentropy
is larger (dark red region). When one eigenvalue dominates, corresponding to
points distributed in a line, eigentropy is small (dark blue points).
Figure 3 shows a point cloud for a surface mining scene with points coloured
by eigentropy. The eigentropy value quantifies the geometric disorder of the120
neighbourhood of a point with the value of Eg providing a means for identifying
points that occur either on smooth surfaces or in straight lines.
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Figure 3: Eigentropy for a scan collected in surface mining scene.
The eigentropy measure computed by Algorithm 2 can be used as a local
geometric entropy, however this concept can be expanded to quantify the geo-
metric information of the whole point cloud by taking the average of the point125
eigentropy. This is the total eigentropy of the point cloud. Equation 2 shows
the total eigentropy (Hg), where Eg(pi) is the eigentropy of the point pi of the
point cloud, P, and N is the cardinality of the point cloud,
Hg(PN ) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
Eg(pi). (2)
3.1. The eigentropy filter (Method g)
The first new method of this paper is proposed to be used for ‘point selec-130
tion’ in the six stage process of Fig. 1. In what follows it will be identified as
Method g. Table 2 places it within the methods considered in the performance
survey of [4]. The filter seeks to retain points in structured regions and reject
points in regions that are disordered as discriminated by a threshold eigentropy
value (Kf ). Specifically, disordered regions in a point cloud are identified as135
having higher eigentropy than the threshold value. Figure 4 shows the eigen-
tropy coloured point cloud of Fig. 3, with points above Kf = 0.98 are removed.
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The points removed correspond to vegetation in the scene, which would other-
wise impede finding point correspondences due to disorder in the point cloud
that changes with movement of the sensor.140
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Figure 4: Filtered point cloud by eigentropy filter with Eg > 0.98 removed. The scene
comprises a mining bench with a mining excavator viewed from a haul truck.
It is an open question how to determine the best threshold value Kf for a
given scene, however we note that the more apparent randomness in a point
cloud the lower the threshold value Kf that gives good performance. We also
note, through trial and error, that when a single value for Kf = 0.9 was applied
to all three scenes, good results are still obtained in terms of accuracy. In145
practice, Kf appears to be best treated as a dynamic quantity, albeit one we
don’t know how best to systematically determine. The eigentropy filter method
is shown in Algorithm 3.
3.2. Unilateral eigentropy rejection (Method )
The second new method of this paper uses eigentropy to reject paired points150
whose combined entropy is greater than a given threshold Kr. We call this
Method . Equation 3 defines the eigentropy of paired points Ep (〈p,q〉i), where
〈p,q〉i is the correspondence of a point, pi, of the input point cloud to a point,
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Algorithm 3 Eigentropy filter.
Require: Eg(pi) is the eigentropy of the point, pi. Hg is the total eigentropy
of the point cloud Pn. a and b are the coefficients of the linear relation of
the threshold Kf with the total eigentropy.
Ensure: N ≤ n. KAf ,KBf ,KCf are the thresholds selected for scene A, B and
C respectively.
1: Hg ← Hg(Pn)
2: Kf ← KAf ,KBf ,KCf
3: for all pi ∈ Pn do
4: if Eg(pi) ≤ Kf then
5: pi is retained in PN
6: else
7: pi is removed of PN
8: end if
9: end for
qj , of the reference point cloud.
Ep(〈p,q〉i) = wpEg(pi) + wqEg(qi). (3)
The weighting factors, wp and wq, assign relevance to the eigentropy of155
the input and reference points respectively. Unilateral eigentropy rejection is
defined through wp = 0 and wq = 1 to only consider the eigentropy of the
reference point cloud when rejecting paired points.
The unilateral rejection method aims to preserve pairs of points associated
with planar surfaces in the reference point cloud. This approach is expected to160
be particularly beneficial when using the point-to-plane method for the mini-
mization stage of ICP.
The unilateral eigentropy rejection method is described in Algorithm 4. In
determining an appropriate Kr for a given reference and input data set, it was
found to be associated with a transition in the level of disorder in the point165
clouds from structured to scattered.
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Algorithm 4 Unilateral eigentropy rejection.
Require: Ep(〈p,q〉i) is the eigentropy of paired points 〈p,q〉i. G is the set of
paired points of the input to the reference point cloud. wp and wq are the
weights of the eigentropy of the input and reference point cloud, respectively.
Kr is the rejection threshold.
Ensure: N ′ ≤ N
1: wp ← 0
2: wq ← 1
3: Kr ← 0.86
4: for all 〈p,q〉i ∈ GN do
5: if Ep(〈p,q〉i) ≤ Kr then
6: 〈p,q〉i is retained in GN
′
7: else
8: 〈p,q〉i is removed of GN
′
9: end if
10: end for
3.3. Point matching by normal deviation (Method w)
The third new method of this paper applies to the point matching stage of
ICP. We call this Method w, see Table 2, and for clarity we note that it does
not employ the concept of eigentropy as used in Methods g and .170
Finding correspondence between points of the input and reference point
cloud is of crucial importance for ICP convergence [3]. The ICP algorithm as
presented by [1] introduced the nearest neighbour matching that simply found
closest points of the reference point cloud to every point in the input point cloud.
This method is particularly efficient to implement when kd -trees are used for175
nearest neighbour lookup. This is the most common point matching method for
fine registration, where there is small misalignment between two scans.
Another approach for point matching consists of finding correspondence be-
tween features that are distinctive throughout the point cloud. Considering this,
others have introduced matching methods by using rich descriptors for coarse180
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registration [16, 17, 18, 19]. These methods are good for finding an initial align-
ment when a large misalignment is present, however, they are not suitable for
fine registration.
Point matching methods based on features for fine registration are addressed
as an enhanced version of the classical nearest neighbour method. This means185
adding features to the search for correspondence by augmenting the searching
space. Examples of these methods are given in [20, 21, 22, 23] and [24]. Donoso
et al. [4] show that nearest neighbour enhanced by surface normals produced
more accurate registration than the vanilla nearest neighbour matching. Using
normals exclusively or any other low dimension feature for point matching is190
virtually impossible due to the repetition of the value of these features across
the point cloud.
This paper introduces a novel point matching method based simply on two
steps matching points where the last step uses their normal alone. The method
compares the angular deviation of the normals of the k nearest neighbours to the195
normal associated with the query point in the input point cloud. The approach,
termed matching by normal deviation, has two steps: i) a k nearest neighbour
search, kNN, and ii) an angular search. Algorithm 5 describes the matching by
normal deviation method.
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Algorithm 5 Matching by normal deviation procedure.
Require: kNNsearch is a k nearest neighbour search algorithm . Qk is the set
of k nearest points to pi. npi and nqk are the normal vectors associated with
pi and qk, respectively. θk is the angular deviation of the normal nqkto the
normal npi . The threshold angle Θt is a watchdog to avoid matching of
points with normals too far apart. The value of the threshold Θt is the 40
◦
and it is obtained by trial and error.
Ensure: 〈pi,qj〉 is the correspondence of the query point pi on the input point
cloud PN with a point qj on the reference point cloud QM .
1: k ← 10
2: for all pi ∈ PN do
3: Qk ← kNNsearch(pi,QM , k)
4: for all qk ∈ Qk do
5: θk ← cos−1(nqk · npi)
6: end for
7: θj ← min(θ1, . . . , θk)
8: if θj > Θt then
9: qj ← q1 (Nearest neighbour)
10: end if
11: 〈pi,qj〉 ← matching
12: end for
4. Evaluation methodology200
The evaluation of the methods proposed in this paper is realized along a
set of well established methods for the ICP stages. This methodology is used
in [4] where 20,736 ICP variants were evaluated. Combining and permuting the
three new methods with the 25 methods analyzed in [4] results in 73,728 ICP
variants. Each variant is identified by an alphanumeric code assembled using205
the notation of Table 2 to depict the methods applied, alone or in combination
with other methods, at different computational stages of the ICP algorithm.
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The ICP evaluation follows the methodology and data sets used in [4], con-
sidering the scan matching of three data sets in terms of three three performance
metrics: accuracy, precision, and computational efficiency. A brief description210
of the data sets and metrics follows. For more detail of the methodology and
data sets, see [4].
The three data sets each represent typical scenes in a surface mining envi-
ronment. The scenes, denoted Scene A, Scene B, and Scene C, include terrain
features such as roads, stockpiles, raised road edges, flat surfaces, and equip-215
ment. Scene A is a loading area that includes an excavator digging a working
face, see Fig. 5. Scene B is a typical haul road segment, the road contains a
sheet rock wall and low vegetation (grasses) at its edges, see Fig. 6. Scene C
is a stockpile area, the terrain is flat and with mounds of material and little
vegetation, see Fig. 7.220
The scan matching exercise posed to each ICP variant is to construct a ter-
rain map from 100 consecutive scans by a 3D scanning LiDAR which is evaluated
against requirements for accuracy, precision, and computational efficiency. The
total RMS error, νi, associated with the consolidated map constructed from i
consecutive scans is defined as,
νi =
√√√√ 1∑i
k=1 nk
i∑
k=1
E2k nk, (4)
where Ek is the RMS error of the scan k and nk is the cardinality of the scan
k. Note that the total RMS error is the RMS error through the entirely set of
points of all scans. The precision measure looks at the variation in the growth of
the total RMS error relative to a monotonically increasing error from E1 to Ei.
The monotonically increasing error is an ideal situation based in a simple scan
matching simulation using regular square walls (plus noise). We noticed that
the error grew constantly until reach a critical offset where the accumulative
transformation cause the mapping process to diverge. Across a range of scans,
15
(a) Scene A: the load area with truck (left) and excavator (right).
(b) Scene A: Consolidated ground truth point cloud viewed from
above-right.
Figure 5: Scene A: The loading area.
from 1→ i, the precision ρi is given by,
ρi =
1
i
i∑
k=1
∥∥∥Ek − (m · (k − 1) + E1)∥∥∥, (5)
where m is the gradient of the straight line that joins E1 and Ei. The computa-
tional cost of each variant was quantified using a relative measure that compares
the computation time relative to the fastest ICP variant. The relative compu-
tation time (rct) is describe as a ratio of computation times, such that rct ≥ 1
for all variants. The calculation of these metrics are described in detail in [4].225
A variant is considered accurate if its accuracy after 100 scans is below 0.2 m;
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(a) Scene B: haul road segment.
(b) Scene B: Consolidated ground truth point cloud viewed from
above.
Figure 6: Scene B: haul road.
0.266 % of the 73,728 variants fit this criterion. A variant is considered precise
if its precision is less that 0.1 m over 100 scans; 28.7 % of variants are precise. A
variant is considered computationally efficient if its computation time is within
3 times the computation time of the fastest variant; 6.78 % of variants meet this230
criterion. Tolerance regions for accuracy, precision and computational efficiency
are used to grade the ICP variants, based on potential mapping requirements
applied to the mining context.
For each scene, an empirically determined eigentropy threshold value, Kf ,
was used. Kf for Scene A has been set at 0.9, Kf for Scene B has been set235
for 0.86, and Kf for Scene C has been set at 1.0. For the unilateral eigentropy
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(a) Scene C: the stockpile area.
(b) Consolidated ground truth point cloud viewed from above.
Figure 7: Scence C: Stockpile area. The terrestrial survey station used to evaluate the ground
truth is visible in Figure 7a, but not present in the scan image (Figure 7b).
rejection method, a threshold level of Kr = 0.86 was empirically determined to
deliver good performance across the three data sets.
Table 2 shows the methods selected for inclusion in the evaluation, with
the number of permutations of the ICP algorithm totalling 73,728. The eval-240
uation aims to determine the capability of the new methods to improve ICP
algorithm performance in terms of accuracy, precision, and computational ef-
ficiency, across three different terrain scenes. The scan-matching task is the
assembly of consecutive three-dimensional (3D) scans from a Velodyne HDL-
64E [25] sensor that is mounted to a Caterpillar 777B haul truck. Each scan245
contains approximately 50,000 points. Ground-truth maps were established us-
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ing the pose of the truck, as measured by an Applanix POS LV 420 positioning
system [26], to assemble the 3D LiDAR data. The Velodyne scans registered by
Applanix were verified through comparison with a FARO Focus3D Terrestrial
Laser Scanner [27]. The map generated by fusing scans registered with the nav-250
igation solution were found to be within 0.2 m RMS of the corresponding FARO
scan, giving confidence in the ground truth.
19
Table 2: Selected strategies for performance comparison and the alphanumeric code used to
identify them.
Stage Code Method Reference
Points selection
a All points [1]
b Outliers removal filter [28]
c Density filter [29]
d Geometrically stable sampling [30]
e Entropy feature filter [31]
f Dimensionality based selection [31]
g Eigentropy filter This work.
Neighbourhood
selection
1 Constant [3]
2 Entropy feature minimization [9]
3 Density adaptation [32]
4 Bounded radius [33, 34]
Point matching
z NN enhanced by normals [20]
y NN enhanced by moment invariants [21]
x Nearest neighbours (NN) [1]
w Normal deviation This work.
Weighting
0 Constant [1]
1 Distance [35, 3]
2 Normals compatibility [3]
Rejection
α No rejection [36]
β Distance by worst percentage [3, 37]
γ Angular deviation [36]
δ Adaptive distance by variance [36]
 Unilateral eigentropy This work.
Minimization
0 Point-to-point [1]
1 Point-to-plane [2]
2 Generalized [38]
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5. Results and observations
Figure 8 uses a set diagram approach to summarize the results for the 73,728
ICP variants when applied to the data set to meet solution quality and computa-255
tional requirements for the terrain scan registration tasks. Overlapping regions
identify the number of variants that meet more than one of the performance
requirements.
Scene A
73,728
PrecisionAccuracy
E ciency
9,151 45,061
10,215
9,142
587 5,751
Scene B
73,728
1,062 41,932
7,429
1,052
51 3,965
Scene C
73,728
2,104 26,833
10,895
2,095
301 4,417
PrecisionAccuracy
E ciency
PrecisionAccuracy
E ciency
Figure 8: Interception of variants in the performance tolerances for the whole data set.
The central number for each scene, on Fig. 8, reflects the relative complexity
of the ICP scan matching task posed by a scene. Scene A, which includes several260
distinctive terrain features and a large mining excavator could be expected to
provide many geometric features to support the matching of consecutive scans.
In contrast, Scene B is dominated by the regular surface of a rising road with
significant vegetation and surface roughness on the sides, with the likely con-
sequence that the registration task is more sensitive to the geometry of the265
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environment that any other parameter.
Comparing with the results shown in Donoso et al. [4], the number of vari-
ants that meet the quality and computational requirements has grown in each
scene. The number of ICP variants that meet the performance requirements for
Scenes A, B and C are 4.5, 12 and 4.6 times larger than [4], respectively. The270
increase of variants that meet the performance requirements for each scene is
greater than the growth of number of variants (3.5 times) between the experi-
ment presented in [4] and this study.
Figure 8 shows five ICP variants meeting the performance requirements
across all three scenes. Their alphanumeric codes are: bg1w1γ1, g1w2δ1,275
bg1w0δ, g1w1γ1, and bg1w11. Notably the proposed methods (g, w, )
appear in all these ICP variants, either alone or in combination with other
methods. This result contrasts with the results in [4] in which none of the vari-
ants based on pre-existing ICP computational methods were able to satisfy all
requirements for all three scenes. The inference of this result is that the pro-280
posed methods allow for more effective matching of points from the input and
reference point clouds by excluding those that represent spurious information
and by leveraging local geometry features to support point matching. All three
methods focus on local geometry information (either in the form of the eigen-
tropy measure or the local distribution of normals) as a means to filter data and285
improve point associations.
Figure 9 presents a visual comparison of the worst and best ICP variants, in
terms of accuracy, against the ground-truth for Scene A. The comparison shows
that the best ICP-variant is almost identical to the ground-truth.
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(a) Worst ICP variant mapping result (black) vs ground-truth (colored by intensity).
(b) Best ICP variant mapping result (black) vs ground-truth (colored by intensity).
Figure 9: Comparison of the worst and best ICP variants mapping results in terms of accuracy
with the ground-truth.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 provide relationship graphs for the ICP variants290
that separately meet requirements for accuracy, precision, and computational
efficiency for each scene simultaneously. The analysis of the three methods of
this paper are discussed with reference to these figures.
The eigentropy filter (Method g) is the most recurrent method within the
23
accuracy tolerance, see Fig. 10. This method excludes regions of the point cloud295
that do not present a coherent geometric structure, such as regions in the chosen
scenes that contain vegetation. Other point selection methods (e.g. the outliers
removal filter, Method b of Table 2) were also able to provide effective filtering of
point clouds such that the ICP iteration loop delivered accurate solutions, but all
required the addition of the eigentropy filter to additionally meet the precision300
and computational efficiency requirements. Ultimately a successful solution
requires the prudent selection of methods for all stages of the ICP. However,
the presence of the eigentropy filter in all 5 successful variants suggests a level
of merit to the approach that warrants consideration for a general purpose ICP
algorithm.305
The normal deviation (Method w) appears in over 50 % of accurate ICP
variants (Fig. 10), appears evenly among precise variants (Fig. 11), and is the
most computationally efficient (Fig. 12). The normal deviation method seeks
to exploit the geometric deviation around a point to support matching to a
reference, and the results indicates it works well for the terrain scenes of this310
paper. It was the only point matching method that appeared in the successful
ICP variants when considering all three performance metrics.
The unilateral eigentropy approach to point rejection (Method ) is com-
mon in variants satisfying all three performance metrics: 40 % of accurate ICP
variants incorporate unilateral eigentropy rejection, as do 40 % of computation-315
ally efficient ICP variants. The unilateral eigenentropy method rejects matched
points when the reference point has a local entropy that is higher than a thresh-
old. As a result, the approach preserves points associated with planar surfaces.
The presence of the unilateral eigentropy rejection is in all 5 successful variants.
However, the preferred method is the rejection per angular deviation (Method γ)320
that appears in 80% of the variants within the accuracy tolerance.
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The 0.266% of 73,728 ICP variants are into the accuracy tolerance of three scenes ( ν ≤ 0.2m).
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Figure 10: Method relationship diagram within the accuracy tolerance. 196 ICP variants meet
this tolerance. Only the seven most common methods are listed for rejection and minimization
stages.
The 28.7% of 73,728 ICP variants are into the precision tolerance of three scenes ( ≤ 0.1m).
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Figure 11: Method relationship diagram within the precision tolerance. 21,160 ICP vari-
ants meet this tolerance. Only the seven most common methods are listed for rejection and
minimization stages.
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The 6.78% of 73,728 ICP variants are into the computational time tolerance of three scenes (rct ≤ 3).
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Figure 12: Method relationship diagram within the relative computational time tolerance.
4,999 ICP variants meet this tolerance. Only the seven most common methods are listed for
rejection and minimization stages.
The performance of the five successful ICP variants for accuracy, precision,
and efficiency in the three scenes are shown in Figs. 13a and 13b. The scattering
of performance is indicative of a relationship between methods and the char-
acteristics of the point clouds that represent a scene. All performance metrics325
show a variation relative to the scene for a given ICP variant. However, the
three methods presented in this paper are an attempt to establish variants that
perform well across a range of contexts. Based on the successful variants, a rea-
sonable starting point for constructing an ICP variant for a terrain registration
task would be: eigentropy filter for point selection; normal deviation for point330
matching; unilateral eigentropy and angular deviation for point rejection; and
point-to-plane minimization. From this starting point the ICP variant could
be augmented with additional methods (e.g. outliers removal filter for point
selection) as demanded by the characteristics of the point clouds.
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Figure 13: Accuracy, precision and computational efficiency for the variants with best overall
performance. Variants are coloured by scene.
6. Conclusions335
The proposed methods of this paper are an attempt to find forms of the
ICP algorithm that are able to simultaneously meet solution quality and com-
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putational efficiency requirements when applied to a range of terrain mapping
examples. More generally they seek to make an advancement towards the goal of
context independent scan matching by ICP. The results from a terrain scan reg-340
istration task suggest that the proposed methods represent an advance toward
this goal.
Two of the methods proposed in this paper are based on the “eigentropy”
feature for quantifying the geometric information of a point cloud, in a similar
spirit to the use of entropy in thermodynamics and information theory. The345
eigentropy feature is applied to the point selection and pair rejection stages of
ICP respectively. The third method introduced is a point matching method
based on the deviation of normals.
We have taken the methodology presented in [4] for evaluating these three
novel methods within an empirical framework. This paper examined 73,728350
ICP variants across three different scenes, and found a clear improvement in
the performance of the ICP algorithm when the novel methods presented in
this work are involved.
The eigentropy filter exhibits a good overall accuracy alone or in combination
with any other point selection method for the data sets considered. Importantly,355
the eigentropy filter is faster than stable covariance sampling which itself is
computationally efficient and appears to be a useful method to be applied to
the point selection stage of ICP. All of the most accurate, precise, and efficient
variants all use the eigentropy filter alone or in combination with outlier removal.
The most accurate, precise, and efficient ICP variants include unilateral360
eigentropy point rejection. This result indicates that unilateral eigentropy re-
jection can improve the overall performance of ICP variants, even though angu-
lar deviation rejection outperforms other rejection methods and in combination
with distance rejection adjusted by variance, gives the best performance overall.
The matching of points by normal deviation method improves both accuracy365
and precision of ICP variants in the selected scenes. The approach of pairing
normals is analogous to matching similar surfaces rather than nearest points.
However, this method is not expected to work in all environments, e.g. it may
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lead to divergence in indoor scenes with long symmetric corridors where many
points will have similar normals making unambiguous matching difficult.370
We believe that the geometric disorder of a point cloud is an important
characteristic of the point cloud data. As such, the eigentropy feature warrants
further examinations for its application to a range of perception tasks that seek
to interpret point cloud data sets. Questions such as how to systematically
determine the eigentropy threshold level for a given point cloud may be critical375
to the broader application of the method, and this looks to be an area for future
investigation.
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Research highlights 
 
 
 73,728 ICP variants were evaluated in three different mining scenes. 
 
 The ‘’eigentropy’’ filter is introduced for quantifying the geometrical disorder in point clouds 
 
 Five variants satisfy all performance criteria. 
 
 Three new methods for the ICP pipeline are presented. 
 
